
It’s common to feel confused about how to choose the right CMS for your 
business. Budget, business goals, revenue goals, resources are all in play 
in this important decision. Here are a few guiding pre-decision activities to 
help inform your choice.  

1. Create a profit plan and work backwards. Your business model and sales 
requirements and hopes and dreams. Do this first and then research the 
software that supports your goals.  

2. Will you need a webmaster/shop manager or other ongoing technology 
management?  A lot of content means having a skilled content manager to 
optimize the media strategically to support website performance. Security is 
more complex by the week. If Wordpress is a consideration which is open 
source, protection is vital. If you don’t engage this type of support, be sure you 
understand the risks given the platform you choose.  

3. Opt-in Design and Analytics. No longer are websites one and done. They 
are active feedback organisms that direct the ongoing experience design for 
the customer journey. A/B testing, drip content, pattern insights are available to 
us. The opt in service you choose needs to play well with your CMS and 
deliver the analytics that empower page design shifts. It’s a bit of an ongoing 
sculpture. Small shifts can make large revenue gains. 
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4. Marketing & design/development budget. All of the information is available 
to you to do all of the design, development, marketing, analytics, content 
creation, copy writing, and coffee wrangling for the occasion you will ever 
need. There is a Japanese term that suggests the strength of a business relies 
on the strategic intent of all members operating from their core competency. 
By knowing what you do really well and focusing solely on that and 
empowering others to do the same creates an energy efficient system. Even 
the smallest budget can take advantage of this wisdom and move their 
business farther and faster to reaching goals.  

5. Choose an excellent host for your digital platform. I’ve learned the hard 
way this makes all the difference. Make sure they have 24/7 customer support 
with a call center. Read trust pilot. The reviews will have a pattern to them. 
Free SSL with your host plan is a good thing. Automatic updates are only good 
if you have a webmaster managing it. They can also clobber other aspects of 
your business system if not done mindfully. Peace of mind is often a technically 
trained person who can set you up. The wrong choice could take your site 
down on a business day while you spend hours trying to get the help you 
need.  
Warning, one of my thought trajectories. One of my script writing professors 
used to say, Complex Characters, Simple Plot. Same with the website. 
Complex business system, simple (effective) host.  

I hope these broad sweeps have helped you frame up some of the top things to 
proactively think through first before you choose your ultimate foundation. Like any 
foundation, thinking through the what if’s and what’s possible from the beginning 
has the potential to directly increase the bottom line by saving re-do budget down 
the line. As well as not wasting money on things you don’t actually need as you 
scale. Of course, Happy pills are always available. Feel free to explore the support 
options at: www.crappytohappydigital.com
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